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Several bills have been introduced in the Senate to address the coronavirus economic and health crisis,
including bills aimed at overdraft fees and consumer lending rate caps, as well as pleas to delay the FASB’s
CECL accounting standard.

Members of Congress have proposed several issues for inclusion in the coronavirus relief package. Senators
Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio) and Cory Booker (D-NJ) plan to file legislation to temporarily ban exploitative bank
overdraft fees for the duration of the coronavirus public health emergency. The bill builds on the Senators’
previously introduced legislation which was aimed at protecting consumers against "exploitative" overdraft
fees assessed by banks when consumers make a purchase or pay a bill without having sufficient funds in their
account.

Booker stated that overdraft fees "generate enormous amounts of revenue for banks while customers often don’t
even know they’ve opted into such charges." The Senators previous bill, the Stop Overdraft Profiteering Act of
2018 (S. 3343), would amend the Truth in Lending Act to limit overdraft fees and establish fair and transparent
practices related to the marketing and provision of overdraft coverage programs at depository institutions. The
proposed legislation would extend the following protections during the COVID-19 emergency:

• prohibits financial institutions from assessing overdraft fee or nonsufficient fund fee for any transaction,
including at ATMs, at the register, or involving checks or recurring payments;

• prohibits financial institutions from reporting consumers’ use of overdraft coverage to a credit reporting
agency; and

• allows financial institutions to extend a reasonable overdraft line of credit to consumers with insufficient
funds.

Consumer lending rate caps. Brown and Sen. Chris Van Hollen (D-Md) announced legislation to temporarily
cap consumer lending rates, also known as usury rates, at 36 percent during the COVID-19 outbreak. The
Senators also urged Senate leadership to include this cap within the phase three coronavirus emergency
package. The legislation would amend the Military Lending Act to extend to all consumers the credit protections
provided to members of the Armed Forces and their dependents throughout the duration of the COVID-19
National Emergency. The Senators are also sponsors of legislation to cap the usury rate at 36 percent
permanently.

CECL standards. In a letter send to House and Senate leaders, Rep. Blaine Luetkemeyer (R-Mo) led a group
of members of Congress urging the inclusion in the coronavirus relief package of a provision to eliminate
or significantly delay the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s (FASB) Current Expected Credit Loss
(CECL) accounting standard. This follows FDIC Chair Jelena McWilliams’ request to the FASB to make
certain exceptions due to the coronavirus pandemic. In her letter dated March 19, 2020, McWilliams requested
exclusions of COVID-19-related modifications from being considered a concession when determining a troubled
debt restructuring classification (see Banking and Finance Law Daily, March 20, 2020). She also asked for
allowing financial institutions currently subject to the CECL methodology an option to postpone implementation of
CECL; and a moratorium on the effective date for those institutions that are not currently required to implement
CECL to allow these financial institutions to focus on immediate business challenges relating to the impact of the
current pandemic and its effect on the financial system.
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Luetkemeyer stated that CECL "poses a significant threat to exacerbate the current economic instability and
could blunt the effectiveness of the measures already taken and those being currently considered." He and the
other members of Congress urged their leadership to "include the elimination or substantial delay of CECL in
any package moving through Congress." Leutkemeyer wrote that the change would "expedite business and
consumer lending," and would "cost the American taxpayers nothing."

State regulator proposals. Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS) sent a letter to the leadership of
the House Committees on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs and Financial Services. The letter included
legislative proposals from the state regulators "aimed at ensuring the safety and soundness of individual state-
regulated entities, the broader financial markets, and the protection of consumers and small businesses.
According to CSBS, in order to protect deposit accounts, Congress should actively monitor bank liquidity
and should consider additional protections for certain consumer non-transaction accounts. Additionally, the
letter asks Congress to support consumers with mortgage payment deferrals and suspensions, and asked the
Congressional leaders to authorize the establishment of a credit facility for nonbank mortgage servicers to be
administered by the Treasury Department or Federal Reserve, in order to keep mortgage markets functioning,
and to keep families in their homes.

The letter called for Congress to immediately authorize the FDIC to reestablish the Temporary Account
Guarantee (TAG) program for at least two years, to head off a potential cycle of liquidity stress at banks and fear
on the part of commercial and retail depositors. The letter noted that the FDIC’s TAG program was established
during the 2008 financial crisis and was effective in maintaining bank liquidity by insuring all transaction accounts
above the (at-the-time temporary) $250,000 account limit. CSBS also asked Congress to make interagency
information sharing a "fundamental and mandatory requirement to ensure effectively supervised institutions
and markets." State regulators are the primary regulators of nonbank financial services companies, but the
letter points out that several federal regulatory and law enforcement agencies have jurisdiction over nonbank
companies as well.

Consumer groups respond. A coalition of consumer rights groups, including The Center for Responsible
Lending (CRL) has sent a letter to Congress recommending that the stimulus package for COVID-19 "provide
substantial relief for workers, consumers, and small businesses."

Companies: AFL-CIO; American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees; American Federation
of Teachers; Americans for Financial Reform; Center for Responsible Lending; Economic Policy Institute;
Conference of State Bank Supervisors; Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights; League of
United Latin American Citizens (LULAC); NAACP; National Baptist Convention USA, Inc.; National Education
Association; National Fair Housing Alliance; National Association for Latino Community Asset Builders; National
CAPACD; National Community Reinvestment Coalition; National Consumer Law Center; National Housing
Resource Center; National Low Income Housing Coalition; National Urban League; Service Employees
International Union; UnidosUS
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